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INTRODUCTION

There is, of course, no objective "scientifically correct"
concept of poverty, so ,one ought not to be too pedantic abo~lt
precisely which concept should be used in attempting to measure
poverty.
One knows when one sees an elephant without being able to
define it and the same applies to poverty in many contexts.
There
must always be an arbitrary element in the selection of the concept
to be used, and one must avoid the dangers of reification of abstract
concepts.
On the other hand, the fact that some definitions of
poverty may be as valid as others does not mean that the definition
can be left imprecise. For in that case one would not even know
exactly what it is one is measuring and would not be able to make
comparisons between poverty in different situations a,s a basis for
any sort of valid inferences concerning whether it is worse in one
than in the other or whether policy to alleviate poverty is having
any impact.
Of course, there are inumerable other o'bstacles to
making s~lch inferences, but one ShO~lld not add to them by imprecise
definitions of what it is one is measuring on the grounds that any
definition is essentially arbitrary. The two issues are qui~e
distinct.
Hence one has to try to steer a careful path between, on the
one hand, excessive concern with conceptual validity and precision
and. on the other hand, excessive vagueness and use of impla~lsible
assumptions and bad data.
The former leads to inaction and the
latter undermines the validity and credibility of any analysis based
on poverty measurements.
The discussion in Section III of this
paper, therefore, which is concerned with some basic conceptual
issues in poverty measurement, is designed not so much to say which
is the "correct" concept, but to ilucidate some of the conceptual
questions that arise immediately one tries to make the definition
precise.
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'How one answers these

q~lestioris

and how far one goes in

at~~mp~in~.~o ~p~ly a very preci~elY artitulat~d d~finition of

poverty d~~ends partly on th. pirticular purposes for which the
In Sec~ion Ii of ~his paper. therefore.
shali b~ieflydi~tiri~~ish b~i~i~n ci~~ain ~~jo~ us.s te which
poverty estimates are oftsn put.
The items in th~ following list
are; of ~ourie. riiithi~ ~xhauitive no~ mutually excluiive.
e~timates are r~quir.d.

Ii.

TH~

MAiN PURPOSES OF POVERTY ESTIMATES
(i)~obili.in~

resourcj. to co~b~t poverty

Estimates of poverty are oi'ten important in or,der to obtain
public support for effo~t5 to comba~ it. This appliei beth at the
international level and at the national level. Fer example, the
World Bank's shift of emphasis; in the early 1970s, iM i'~vour of
projects that had som~ impact on the poor in the countries to which
it gave loans, was accompanied by efforts to quantify the magnitude
oi' the world's poverty problem. For this pur~ose it probably did
not matter very much how accurate was the Bank's estimate of world
poverty, which was in the 700 million region;
Whether a different
methodoli:)I,jy from that actually used (the "Ahluwalia, Carter;
chenery" estimates, hereafter referred to as the "A-C-C"
estimates)[iJ would have led to a figure of 500 million or 900
millien was net all that im~c:lrtant;
Wh~ther the concept of poverty in the abstract mak~s much
impression crithe rich is, however, another matter.
It may well be
that ~uch greater effect is made by es~im~tes of the number~ of
people who are hungry or without shelter or ba~ic water or sewage or
other "basic needs"; a concept that is dealt with in the paper to
this same coni'erence by Paul Straeten.
It is probably easier i'or
rich people to imagine what deprivation of these items really means;
i'or they may simply think that being "poor" implies that one cannot
afford a yacht or a ski-ing holiday in St Moritz every year.

The use of poverty estimates i~ a means oi' mobilising support
internationally or within any country - for measures to combat
poverty cannot be sharply distinguished, however, from other uses of
poverty estimates discussed below. For example, these include the
use of poverty est i mates to allocate the reSO~lrces avai I abl e and to
monitor the efficacy of anti-poverty policies.
And evidence
concerning the allocation and the efficacy of anti-poverty policy

';

may also be a most important item of information in the non-stop
struggle to increase the resources made available for poverty
alleviation.
Donors like to know that their money is going to th~
people who need it and that it is having its intended effect.
This
requires mLtch more accurate arid comparable 'estimates of poverty -..
both across regions, socio-economic groups etc: and across time than the type of aggregative estimates that are used simply to give
some idea of the order of magnitude of the poverty problem in the
world as a whole or in individual countries or regions.
(iiJresource allocation
1. At the international level, better estimates of poverty can
(a) improve the allocation of resources among countries and
projects;
(b) improve the design and execution of projects in such a way
as to take fuller account of their poverty impact; and
(c) be used as inputs into research studies, such as those
showing the relationship between poverty, on the one hand, and
alternative growth strategies on the other hand, which are designed
to influence policy with respect to project selection and to
development strategies aimed chiefly at poverty alleviation.
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2.
Similarly, at the national level, better estimates of the
severity of poverty, its location, the groups in the community most
affected, the relationship of poverty to certain characteristics of
these groups and so on, helps national governments to make
corresponding adjustments tOI(a) their budgetary allocation;
(b) the distribution of transfer payments designed to help
the poorl
(c) the provision of public services - notably those
supplying basic needs; and
(d) forms of market intervention .(such as credit policy,
pricing policy of public services, and so on).

It iD obvious that for these reSource allocation ,purposes one
can rarely be satisfied with aggregative estimates, where - at least
it may be claimed - the errors may cancel out.
Here what is
required is estimates by detailed socio-~conomic grOLtpS, and often
by location and other characteristics determining the causes of
their poverty,its duration, and so on. FLtrthermore, comparability
is vital. Finally, the estimates required under this heading may

often not need to be in the form of some homogeneou9 concept.
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as "inc:om,", at least not among the ~ery poor. or the poor in most
developing countries.
What may be more relevant here is an estimata}
1n terms of deprivation of some basic need.
If people are lacking ~
in water supplie!;; within a reasonably accessible distance, and one
is appraising a projec:t to lay on drinking water, it is absurd to gol
to a lot of trouble - and use all sorts of dubious assumptions and
methods - to estimate their income in U.S. dollars in order to
dec:ide whether they are poor enough to warrant assistance in this
form. The fac:t that they have no readily avail~ble supplies of water;
means that they are "poor"; the charac:teristic: in question
adequately defines the group.
It is not as if one was contemplating
a project designed to ensure that everybody had his own indoor
swimming pool, in which case some of the people without one might
still be ric:h, and possibly Just can't swim.

(iii) monitorinq the efficiency of policy
As with resource allocation, monitoring the efficacY of
anti-poverty policy requires highly c:omparable estimates.
Comparisons of anti-poverty policies in two situations in relation
to the inc;dence of poverty in the tl'lo situatiqns obviou'sly c:annot
lead to valid inferences conc:erning the impac:t of the policies if
the poverty estimates are not comparable to begin with (apart from
the usual probl em of how far other thi ngs Were equal),
A.nd,
unfortunately, there are so many perfectly reasonable ways of
measuring poverty that one c:an obtain any anl.wer one 1 ikes by the
This also means, unfortunately, that whilst. from the point of'
view of stimulating the formulatipn of imaginative hypotheses many
existing attempts to make c:omparisons over time or between c:ountries
maY be very interesting and illum~nating, from the point of view of
l"
their c:ontribution to sc:ientific: eVidenC:e theY are often virtually ~
worth,less.
For the ~stimf\ites. are ~sua~lY ~I..\ite incomparable.
~~.
Esti mates based qn a hous.ehol d uni t i n one c:ountry or year wi 11 gi ve
wildly different reSults from estimates ba~ed on a tax unit in
anoth,r c:quntry pr year, eVen if the "real" degree of poverty
(whateyer th,at m~y mean) ~s the_!;;am~ in both s.ituations.
Estimates
adjusted fully for fqmily size will often give vastly different
.;
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from

.~~ti'm~tes

that

m~kE;- no allow~nc;e

.for family
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Estim<l\teS!l that define. inc:ome gross of taxes will differ c:onsiderabl.:{'
from esti mates. based on net i nc:omes even though the poor general 1 y
PaY ~ar~lY a~y d&rec:t. ta~es,
~n~ the ~inc:idenc:e" of povert~ i~

terms ot indivlduals mav be verv di·fferent trom the "incidence" 1n
terms of families or some other unit.
Even if one is able to avoid these pitfalls - which 1S eaSIer to
do when making comparisons over time in one countrv, for example it is still difficult to ensure that the estimates are comparable 1n
terms of the factors that have to be allowed for.
For example, as !
show in my own estimates of the impact of social securitv on povertv
in Britain over the period 1961 to 1976, alternative methods of
adjusting the estimates for demographic changes or for inflation
meant that the estimates of poverty, over this period, doubled, fell
by 30 percent, or remained more or less the same. depending on which
methods one adopted![2J Those people who want to show that poverty
alleviation policy has been successful, might be tempted to adopt
the middle estimate, whereas those who want to show that it is all a
waste of money may be tempted to Quote the first estimate.
Of course, even with the most comparable estimates of
poverty in different situations, it is still not possible to make
more than the crudest attempt to draw conclusions about the efficacy
of the policies adopted without making some attempt to estimate what
poverty would have been in the situations in Question in the absence
of the policies in question.
As is we"Il-known, this is strictly
speaking not possible in the present state of ignorance about the
way economies function and the whole host of feed-backs and
inter-actions between the variables that are relevant.
Nevertheless, as a start it is desirable to make some estimate.
in many cases, of what poverty would have been if one simply deducts
transfer payments of an income maintenance character from all
incomes.
Even without trying to estimate the feed-back effects of
such transfer payments (e.g. unemployment benefits, pensions, or
other income maintenance payments) on both the size of the target
groups and their real incomes, comparison of post-benefit poverty
estimates with this form of rough "pre-benefit" poverty estimates,
such as those that I have made for various advanced cOLm'tries [3J,
do provide a starting point for the precise measurement of ~~e
efficiencv of total benefit's and of individual ·benefit programmes.
In particular, it does enable one to estimate what proportion of the
payments go to people who were not poor to begin with or who onlv
fell below the poverty line by relatively small amounts. However. as
discussed below, this use of poverty estimates raises a particular
Questio~ about the basic statistical concept that should be used for
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measuring poverty, notably the choice between concepts such as
"head-col.Il"1t" or "poverty-gap" estim~tes.
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III~

THE MAIN CONCEPTUAL ISSUES
(l)def~nition

:,1

I,'

of the Hpoverty line H

I

There are two main concepts of the poverty line recognised in
most of the literature on the subject, namely the "absolute" line
and the "relative" line.
The former concept is supposed to
correspond to some bare minimum subsistence line. whereas the latter
is designed to reflect the fact that people can still be "poor" even
well above the subsistence level. in the sense that they fall below
what is re~arded by the society in which ·they live as the minimum
level of command over goods and service needed in order to be a
fully integrated member of that society.
Such people may hence
suffer from what the sociologists call "relative deprivation"C4J.
The notion of the relative character o,f poverty goes back as far as
Adam Smith, of course, and has been revived in recent years partly
as a result of growing evidence of the evident distress suffered by
sections of the community in wealthy countries. even though they
were living above conventional notions of a subsistence standard of
living [5J.
Of course, one should not take an extreme position on either.
First, even the notion of an absolute poverty line may still not be
entirely irrelevent in some advanced countries.
The concept of an
absolute minimum subsistence level has been used, in fact, in such
circamstances.
For example, it was the basis of the famous pioneer
researches into poverty by Rowntree in Britain before and after the
2nd World War, and by Mollie Orshansky in the USA, in the 1950s C6J.
Also. at the opposite extreme, the vieW that relative poverty must
,always be a serious problem would lead to absurd conclusions. For
example~ if incomes were unequally distributed in the year 3,000
A.D., one might conClude that many people were poor because - unlike
the majority of the population - they did not have a
three-dimensional colol.lr TV in· every bathroom or their own personal
inter-space travel. machine.
Conversely, one would not want to say
that nobody was poor in a situation in whic~ eve~ybody was sta~ving
equally. This sort of paradox can. however. be avoided along the
lines of Amartya Sen's recent ingenious contribution to the analysis
of the fundamentals of the poverty definition [7l
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Nevertheless, for most practical pLlrposes t.he "r-elatlve"
poverty concept is relevant chiefly in more advanced countries and
is the one that is usually adopted in poverty estimates in such
countries, whereas in poor countries - or among part.icularly
depr i ved groLlps in other countr i es - the "absol ute" povert y concept
may be the most important.
Hence, it is necessary to discuss at
some length some of the difficulties attached to this concept.
For
it is tempting to assume that although the notion of "r"elative"
deprivation may be highly arbitrary, there is, at least, some fairly
concrete interpretation of What is a "subsistence" level of
consumption that is free of arbitrariness.
However, this is not the
case.
As Ahluwalia, Carter and Chenery put it "Attempts to define
absolute poverty in terms 6f some objectively determinable minimum
level of consumption that is necessary for "continued" survival do
not escape this problem, since the notion of "continued" survival is
undefined.
At the very least we would need to specify survival
through some given life expectancy in a given environment" [8J
At a more practical level there are also innumerable problems,
not the least of which concern the paucity of data concerning the
intakes of certain basic ingredients of most SUbsistence diets.
But, to begin with. there has also been much debate - so far
unresolved - concerning the extent to which it is possible to
identify an accurate and precisely measurable figure of Just one
baSic nutrient, namely calories. The debate is wide-ranging and
almost non-stop, so that the state of the battle depends on the
precise point in time at which one observes it. My own view of the
present state of play is such that one must have serious doubts as
to the validity of most estimates of minimum nutritional
requirements.
Of course, as stated at the outset of this paper,
spurious and pedantic obsession with the fine pOints of definitional
purity should not be allowed to impede action.
One can usually see
when people are starving or hungry without having to measure their
precise intakes of calories, Vitamins, proteins and minerals. But
that is n6t at issue here.
One cannot measure national income by
actually going around and counting up every tr.nsaction. nor can one
estimate poverty - or its variation by locality or socio-economic
class, which will usually be essential for many policy purposes - by
going around and literally counti~g the number of people who look to
the observer as if they are hungry. I, for one, might well be
inCluded in any such count. Some statistical methods have to be
employed, and these will mean facing up to the problems ot
definition and of bringing the definition into relation with

available

data"

There are many such problems.
Amgng .~he most important
difficulties of arriving at precise opera~ional definitions of
subsistence levels of diets are the following:- (a)large individual
variations around average needs; (b) the possibility of very large
deviations between food consumption estimates as obtained from data
on expenditures and prices (even if the price data were accurate,
~hich is rarely the case) and estimates that took account of
unreported hom~~grown food, which, according to some experts,
probably accounts for 80 - 90 percent of food consumption of poo~,
small-scale farmers in many countries; (c) payment in kind for farm
labourers, and (d) food consumed on the job - i.e. outside the
household.
Furthermore. apart from fiuch wtatiwtical problems of brin~inQ
the concept of subsistence needs into line with available data,
there are significant variations in estimates of average calorie
needs, wit~. for example, the FAD standards being about 10-15
percent higher than the official USA estimates [9]
The authoratative "Fishlow Report", commissioned by the World Bank.
stated that "Beyond the income distribution measurement problem,
there are the further difficulties of estimating minimum nutritional
standards, as well as the elasticity of intake of nutrients with
respect to income.
The former are still a matter of controversy
among nutritionists.
The latter are not constants to be readily
applied: they surely must vary widely with custom, and intrusion of
advertised processed foodstuffs, the rural-urban mix, let alone
traditional economic variables like the prices of other goods"ClOJ.
The staff of one international organisation, namely the World
Bank, has naturally given much thought and attention to the problem
of poverty measurement.
In one very wide ranging survey of the
whole issue by Surjit Bhalla, at the World Bank, details are given
of the variability of results for estimates of poverty in Brazil
according to different estimates of what food consumption actually
was and what standards of minimum needs were used.
Depending on
which data and which standards were adopted the percent of the
pOPulatio~ in Brazil suffering from malnutrition varied from 35
percent to 90 percent Clll.
The data and methodology also implied
that, in urban areas, people were suffering from malnutrition up to
a per capita income (in 1970) of US'2.885, which was four times the
average income of Brazil in that year!

9

Various other internal World Bank papers. which I have been
prlvileged to be allowed to consult. draw attention to similar cases
of unreliability of calorie intakes. or other indicators of tood
intake in qeneral, as measures of poverty, and. in particular.to the
tendency for meaSLI·res of poverty based on ·food intake to
over-estimate the incidence of poverty.
As has been pOintjd out in
papers by Michael Lipton and Srinivasan. the over-estimation of
poverty incidence tends to prevent anti-poverty policies from being
sufficiently selective to concentrate on the poorest among the poor.
(12J.
In an earlier paper, Srinivasan also re1'ers to some estimates
by P.V.Sukhatme concerning poverty in India to the effect that
" •• if, instead of using a poverty line based simply on average
calorie requirements. allowances is made for variations in
individual calorie requirements, the estimated incidence of poverty
is brought down from about 50 to about 25 percent in urban areas,
and from aboLlt 40 to about 15 percent in rLlral areas" C13J
In
another Bank paper, by Bhanoji Rao, Which comprised a very detailed
study of the relationship between food expenditures and poverty, it
was shown that, as between various States in India there was very
little correlation between levels of poverty and average calorie
intakes. [14J
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The major weakness in poverty estimates based on nutritional
requirements however is that even if it were possible to obtain
accurate data on exactly how much food people consumed and how well
individuals in different circumstances converted it into nutrients
and how income elastiC was the demand for individual food items in
the region of the poverty line, and so on, the fact is that the
notion of some minimum nutritive diet is nothing like as objective
and scientific as may seem at first Sight.
In addition to the wide
divergence Of views as to total calorie needs referred to above.
nutritionists are still revising their views about the minimum
levels of certain nutrients that are needed and about the body's
biochemical reactions to shortages of different kinds of nutrients
and methods of converting other nutrients to replace them (15J.
This substitutability is most important for it means that, lal it
is not stictly possible to specify the minimum level of any
particular nutrient independent of the amount of other nutrients
being consLlmed, and (b) even if it is possible to speci-/:y certain
patterns of minimum intakes of different nutrients, there must still
be a certai n i ndetermi nacy about how they ought to be combi ned
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togsther or h6w tar anyone should be allowed to domlnate over the
others.
For example. in a recent very interesting study of poverty
in Japan by Mizoguchi four basic nutritional indicators were used.
namely calories. proteins, fat and oil intake. and the percent of
calories supplied by csreals.
And this study shows that the percent
of the population that could be defined as below the minimum intake
under each of these four headings varies considerably from one item
to another. For example, in 196i, the calorie intake indicator for
Japan would show zero poor. but there would have been a very high
percentage of the population still poor on the basis of the fat and
oil intake count.[i6J
Finally, there is a dilemma at the heart of the whole
procedure of using minimum food reqUirements, which arises out of
the fact that, in general, the more a product is regarded as a
necessity the more will satLlration point be reached at fairly low
levels of income since, by definition, even the poor must consume
the minimum amount of necessities, otherwise they would be dead.
This implies, in turn, that the variation in consumption of
necessities, as between income groups, will generally be very much
less than the variation in consumption of other foods.
Very rich
people do not spend a hundred times as much as poor people on bread~
or salt, for eXample, but they may do so on cigars or caviar.
This
implies that either a product is a necessity, in which case the
estimated incidence of poverty will be too sensitive to small
variations in the precise postUlated minimum level of the necessity
in question; or it is not a necessity, in which case it is not much
use in defining poverty in terms of that product.
The implications of this are clear from Mizoguchi 's results.
For example, if poverty were defined as being below 90 percent of
some minimal specified level of intake of various nutrient
indicators, instead of being below 100 percent of the same
indicators, then the estimate of the number of people falling below
the poverty level using the cereals indicator is reduced much more
than the number below the poverty level if the protein indicator is
used. It can be seen from his Table 2.2 that if the poverty level is
set at 90 percent of essential intakes of cereals. instead of 100
percent. the incidence of poverty falls from 85 percent to zero,
but from only 50 percent to 7 percent using the protein intake.
In
other words, the more a product is really a necessity and hence
suitable for poverty measurement. the more will measur~ments be
-unreliable on account of their greater sensitivity to the precise
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level of the item in Questiion that is taken as the mInimum
requirement.
The fact is that an aggregate such as food is far too complex
to bear the "type o-f reI ati onshi p wi th sLlbsi stence that waul d be
needed to make it a reliable indicator of- subsistence levels of
income.
This applies both to the physiological and technical
utilisation relationships involved and to the economic relationships
between price and income constraints. on the one hand. and patterns
of food expenditure on the other.
The latter depend very much on
the precise de-fini tion o-f "food"Llsed and on the level of
aggregation.
If, for example, cereals are defined in aggregate
(already a sub-division of "food"). the saturation point in rice may
have been reached a-long time ago in certain poor Asian communities,
but their expenditure on cereals has continued to rise as their
incomes rise on account of a shift towards bread in place of rice.
and will no doubt continue to shift with, eventually a large
expenditure on chocolate eclairs flown in fresh every day from
Fauchons in Paris.
Sometimes estimates are made of the minimum income needed to
buy the required minimum food intakes by calculating "minimum cost
diets" with the aid of a linear programming technique, the nutriti~n
target, the nutritive value of certain foods, and their prices.
Unfortunately, of course, the poor are generally not very good at
linear programming as a rule and so would fare far worse on the
estimated minimum income that would suffice. according to the
programme. to buy the necessary nutrients.
Finally. although in some sense food is presumably the most
basic human need, it would be absurd to ignore other physically
vital services in any estimate of poverty.
This applies
particularly to what are normally public services. such as water,
sanitation. and also access to health and education and shelter.

(ii) the definition of the income unit
This is the problem briefly referred to above of whether one
uses income per capita, per family, per household. per tax unit, or
some other variant.
In some very poor countries, of course, the
whole issue may be completely aca~emic, since among certain groups
of the population the notion of some stable clearly defined family
unit simply does not apply.
In rich countries, of course, the
~roblem is statistically important since the choice between the
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alternative concepts frequently eXlsts so that some decislon has to
be taken.
And there is evidence thAt the results are. indeed.
sensitive to the precise unit used. as are estimates of Income
These tend, inevitably, to show more inequality if a
distributions.
smaller income unit is used, since this permits less ironing out of
diverqencies.
It is customary to adopt a household unit rather than a family
unit or smaller unit, on the grounds that this is the essential unit
for maki~g most expenditure deciSions.
Also, insofar as resources
are shared an estimate of poverty on the basis of income per person
could greatly exaggerate poverty, for some members of a household
may have negligible, or zero, incomes and yet enjoy a standard of
life equal to that of the other members of the household.
On the
other hand, the household unit may lead to an under-estimate of
poverty insofar as income or resource sharing within a household is
low or zero in some cases. For example, there may be cases of, say,
retired or unemployed members of a household receiving neglible
share~ of resources in the household even if there wa~ an adequate
total family income, 50 that statistically they would not appear in
any poverty estimate if the estimates were based solely on the
household (or family) unit.
How far the household unit under-states
poverty and how far smaller units exaggerate it depends, therefore,
on the degree of intra-household resource sharing, and on this
matter we have virtually no reliable information.
A closely related problem is the conversion of data in the
form of income per household, or per family, or some other unit,
into a per capita or similar basis.
That is to say, one cannot
compare inc6mes of families of two people with incomes of families
of ten people without m~king some allowance for the different needs
of the two family sizes.
And it is not enough simply to divide the
units by the number of per_ons in each unit in order to arrive at
estimates of incomes per head, even if it assumed that resources are
fully shared out within the unit in question.
For it is well-known
that there are economies of scale in living in units of larger
sizes.
Hence, if one is looking at the problem from the point of
view of how to set the poverty line for familie~ of different sizes,
one would not want to set the povert~ line for the ten-person family
at five times the level of that for a two-person family, on the
grounds that it would cost five times as much to attain the given
standard of living.
How far the costs per person falloff with
family size is. however, a complicated matter and the theOry of the

appropriate adjListment tor t,he type and size o'f a household.' 01" what
is known as the "adult equivalent scale". lies quite oLltside the
scope of this paper.C17]
For poor countri~~. or among certain very poor groups, however,
the problem of choice of unit and the conversion to a per capita or
per AEU (adult equivalent unit) basis may not be important, as well
as not be available anyway.
Some World Bank estimates in such
situations suggest that the results are not very sensitive to the
precise unit used (18J.
(iiiJaqqreqation
The problem here is that even given some poverty line there
are alternative methods of applying it in order to arrive at some
overall measure of the "degee of poverty" in the country or area in
question.
Counting the number of people who fall below the poverty
line (the "head-count" measure) is not the only ~ethod of
proceeding, although it is the one that is most common.
It is also
the one that has the most obvious and immediate impact in terms of
public information since it is the easiest to grasp.
But, from a
theoretical point of view, it is known to be a very limited concept,
in several respects, if not downright misleading as a guide to
policy.
For example, the head-count measure of poverty tells one
nothing about how severe is the poverty of the poor - i.e. how big
are their "poverty gaps" (the gaps between their incomes and their
poverty lines).
It may well be that, in one situation (country,
region or socio-economic group,say,), only 20 percent of the
population are poor, and in another situation 40 percent are poor,
so that one would tend to deduce that the "degeee of poverty" was
twice as great in the latter as in the former.
However. if the poor
in the latter situation were only marginally below the poverty line,
whereas the poor in the former fell significantly below the poverty
line (i.e. had relatively large poverty gaps), this would be untrue
in an important sense, so that the obvious policy response - namely
to concentrate aid on the latter - would be a mistake.
Another way of looking at the problem is as follows.
Consider
policy towards the poor if a given amount of money is to be
transferred to them.
If the objective is posed in head-count terms.
and takes the form of wanting to maximise the number of people who
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are raised above the poverty line. then the best procedure would be
to give the money to those who nave the smallest poverty gaps; If
the objective is to maximise the number 0+ poor who receive
somethinq, then the best procedure would be to spread the money
evenly over all the poor; if. however, the objective is to make the
greatest contribution to the relief of suffering and distress. the
best procedure is no doubt to give the money to those who have the
largest poverty gaps.C19J This is closely linked to the point
raised by Michael Lipton and referred to earlier. namely the danger
of concentrating on measures of overall poverty - especially those
that tend to exaggerate it - to the detriment of policies that help
those most in need.
(iv)

the time period

Another group of issues concerns the time period over which the
income of the persons concerned is measured, or, in plain language,
how long has the poor person been poor? This has both practical and
theoretical angles. From the measurement point of view, does one
measure a person's income in anyone week, year, or over his
lifetime? The results can be very sensitive to the answer.
In any
one year, many people suffer temporary declines in their incomes e.g. they may be out of work for a few weeks - and, as a result,
fall below the poverty line.
But taking the year as a whole, their
annual income could be well above the annualised equivalent of a
weekly poverty line.
Hence, if poverty is measured in terms of
weekly (or some similar short period) income the numbers of people
poor in any situation will inevitably be greater than if measured on
an annual basis.
The more unstable are incomes in the short run,
the more will measures of poverty on the basis of short period
o~servations exceed the measures on the basis of annual incomes.
At the theoretical level the question is largely a matter of
the form of one's welfare function.
That is to say, comparing two
people whose annual income is the same, is the one who is mildly
poor throughout the year to be treated as being equivalent to the
one who is extremely poor at certain times of the year but well
above th$ poverty line at other times? It might appear, at first
Sight, that the question of how the poor should be measured is quite
separate from the question of how they are then assisted, which
might require additional information including data relevant to
one's moral judgements. perhaps, such as how far their poverty is
their "own fault".
But this is not always the case.
For example,
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the efficial estimates ef the peer in Britain (or. rather. ef those
who. are l~ving belew th~ Supplementary Benefit level. which is a
sert ef quasi-effical peverty line) invo.lve the us,e ef a definitien
ef inceme that depends en the seur~e ef the inceme.
Seme kinds ef
inceme are net inclu~ed, netably war widews' pensiens. inceme frem
small savings and frem part-time werk (up to. a limit). Thus peeple
who. receive relative~y signficantly large ameunts frem these seurces
may be ceunted as "peer" and hence be eligible fer additienal
benefits, even tho.ugh, in fact, their inceme incl~ding these items
may put them well abo.ye the Supplementary Benefit line.
The
phileso.phical basis fer the particular value judgement. underlying
these particular ~disregards" (as they are called) raises so.me
interesting questio.ns that lie, ho.wever, eutside the sco.pe ef this
paper.
In advanced ceuntries the cenceptual debate tends to. be in
terms ef annual inceme versus life-time incemes, rather than in
terms o.f intra-year vari~tiens ef the type referred to. abeve, since
there is also. very large variatio.n in the age prefile ef incemes
amo.ng prefessienal er ether skilled eccupatiens which tend to. make
u~ a large prepo.rtio.n o.f the labo.yr fo.rce in advanced ceuntries. In
po.o.rer co.untries intr.-year variatio.n in peyerty en acco.unt ef the
asseciatio.n in many cases between po.verty and the agricultural
cycle, ~e that the seaso.nality ef peverty wo.uld be mo.re likely to. be
very impo.rtant.
At the data level ~his means that surveys - either
natio.nal er lo.cal - will ~e sensitive to. the particular time o.f the
Year when they were carried eyt.
I V.

,
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CONCLUSIONS

Clearly, the measurement ef peverty raises a hest ef questio.ns
beth practical and co.nceptual.
There is little po.int in trying to.
lay dewn firm answers to. these questiens since, as I hepe has been
sho.wn abeve, the impo.rtance ef the varieus issues and the mo.st
apprepriate way o.f tackling them depends very much o.n the particular
p,urpese fo.r whi ch the esti mates are requi red and the parti cuI ar
situatien in which they are being made. Even theu~h preblems cemmen
to. all types ef situatien can usually br breught under the same
co~c,ptu.1 umbrellas and raise basically similar cQnceptual issues.
their relevance and their relatienship to. data availability varies
enermeusly according to. the purpese and the centext in questien.
Estimates for purpeses ef highlighting the magnitude ef a natienal
peverty preblem de not need to. be made in the same way as estimates
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designed to determine the desirebility of e project to supply sewege
services to slum dwellers in Menille.
The problems of estimeting
poverty for purposes of helping poor nomeds in Meli ere not the seme
es those thet arise 1n determining the impect on poverty of giving
rent to single parent families in a London, suburb.
The most that
one can do is to recogni se that there are a 1 erge nLlmber of issues
that have to be faced so that eppropriete methods and concepts may
be adopted at an early stage in the enquiry, before it is too
late.
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